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RUSSIAN CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING

L INTRODUCTION

A. Objectives

To acquire an explicit understanding of culture in the cross-cultural context and the

ways in which it is expressed
To identiff significant Russian and American cultural differences

To gain an understanding of Russian culture and daily life, and the social

environment in Russia today
To acquire a strategry for rnanaging cultural diff'erences etïectively; feeling

comfortable in intercultural situations; and negotiating objectives in a

culturally sensitive manner

B. Perceptions and Expectations

C. Definition of Culture in the Cross-cultural Setting'

An out-of-awareness, learned filter between the individual and the outside world: a

pattern of behavior and perception that governs what we pay attention to and what

we ignore. Culture is expressed as a system of interconnected, hidden "rules." We

only become aware of these "rules" when they are "broken." Cultures are internally

consistent systems that do not mix with one another. V/hen we try to interpret
another culture using our own system of "rules," we perceive it as strange, irrational,
uncontrollable, and unpredictable. People perceive realiry in terms of their cultural
system, but the system is transparent, hidden to the culture bearer. All cultural
systems are equally valid, and one should not be viewed as superior to anotller.

D. Classif.ving Cultures

l. Context

a. High Context Cultures

V/ho you are is most important; the focus of attention and energies is

on the people one is dealing with rather than on the
goaliactivity that joins you; need for continuity in personnel

'The definition of culture, conceptual framework, and terminologl for high- and low-context cultures and

polychronic and monochronic time used in this training were developed by Edrvard T. Hall. See reading list.
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Status is internalized, value is inherent in the individual, and not

related to what he or she does

Greater distinction between insiders and outsiders
Talk around the point - the point is generally not stated, it is the

listener's job to draw the right conclusion; tendency to allude,

imply, and use analogy; talk about many subjects at once

Tend to be polychronic
Need for constant, intense personal involvement with those around

them
Information component in communications is lower, because the

listener has a greater and more detailed store of information, or
"context", that is, information on relationships and the current
State of aftäirs-they "network" more; the listener is much more

"up" on and in touch with the day to day affairs of others; every

scrap of intbrmation is filed away

Stability is more important than change

A well-planned event is one in which all the players know each other,
and understand and agree upon what is to be done.

Assumption that if all know and agree and everyone is
integrated properly, the event will come together when it is

ready, hence no need for specific scheduling; progress is

measured relative to the players' relationships and

understanding; relationships are taken care of and those

involved are happy; specific activities and scheduling are not
spelled out for the players

Examples: Russians, Asians, Arabs, Southern Europeans, Central and

South Americans, Southern European Americans

b. Low Context Cultures

What yov do is most important; the f'ocus of attention and energies is

on the activities that join you rather than on the specitìc players

involved; players can be replaced with less disruption
Status is externalized, emphasis on improving your status, "getting

ahead"
Less distinction benveen insiders and outsiders
Get to the point - conclusions are spelled out, and listeners expect this;

talk about one subject at a time
Tend to be monochronic
Need time to be alone and collect their thoughts; cannot easily sustain

intense, uninterrupted personal involvement for long periods of
time

Change is more irnportant than stabiliry
Information component in communications is higher, because the

listener has a less detailed store of infor¡uation, or "context"; the
listeners is less current on the day to day atfairs of others
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A well-planned event is one in which you can pinpoint exactly when

each player will be doing specific activities; progress is measured

relative to the goal; the specific relationships of the players are

much less important, and satisfaction is derived fiont progress

toward the objective; specific activities and scheduling are

spelled out f'or the players
Examples: Germans, Scandinavians, Northern European Arnericans

The Russians are high context with an overlay of Western (and Northern) European

cultural patterns and preferences. Other nationalities of the former USSR are also

high context.

American culture is much less homogenous. Because of the intermixing of cultures

and different generations, we cannot generalize about what "American" culture is with

respect to context and other cultural variables. Northern European-American culture
tends to be lclw context; Asian-Arnerican, Latin-American, African-American, and

Southern European-American cultures are more high context. Anrericans must

define for themselves where they t'all along the high/low context spectrum, and make

their own adjustments to the new culture.

2. Time

a. Monochronic ïrme
Time is viewed as a ribbon or road that stretches out in a line

connecting past, present, and future. Time is organized by segmenting

it into Sequential "rooms" along this ribbon. This Space is "Sacred"

(e.g., the importance of the appointment and the sericlusness of
incursions into it). Time is perceived as being extremely concrete. lt
is a precious, valuable commodity that is experienced intensely, is

measurable, and is in short supply. It is "spent," "wasted," "bought,"

and "runs out." The passage of time ("ticking of the clock") is high in
a'wareness. Time is the ruler against which progress, development, and

change are measured. Monochronic people schedule their time
intensely and become disrupted and upset when schedules are not
adhered to. They prefer to do one thing at a time; when an activiry is
cornpleted (or its allotted tinre has "expired"), they are ready to lnove

on to the next activity. Interruptions are disorienting and cause

frustration. The view of past and future tends to be much shorter in
scope, such as 5-10 years

b. Polychronic Time
Time is not organized in a linear fashion. It is like a sea or a changing
matrix, and one "navigates" with reference tO the junctureS or points at
which things come together. Time is abstract and abundant. Not
perceived in finite units, but rather as a profusion of processes all
going on at once, with natural ebbs and flows. Polychronic people do



r
t" not segment their activities into "rooms," they multi-task, doing many

things at once, confident that when everything is in order the results
will come together automatically. This confidence makes them much
less concerned about scheduling and deadlines. Interruptions are

merely part of the fabric of things, and do not disorient them. Future
and past tend to be perceived in much longer spans, hundreds and

even thousands of years.

It UNDERSTANDING YOUR PARTNER

A. Overview

1. Similarities between Russians and Americans
Superpowers inhabiting vast continents
Multiethnic states
Expansionist traditions, the frontier, and sanctity of borders
"Chosen" nations with a mission
Patriotisnr
Traditions of self-sufficiency and orientation inward
Value placed on scale, strength, and numbers
Casual and unpretentious
Hospitality to outsiders
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2. Difï'erences between Russians lrncl Americans

3. Russian Perceptions of'Americans
Materiaìly wealthy, independent, rr

,,iì'" unpretentious, casual, technologicallyi: 
and partners in the world

can-do" attitude, businesslike,
superior, Russia's natural peers
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Strong need tbr logic and internal
consistency; contradictions and paradclx
are unacceptable and must be reconciled

No strong need for logic and internal
consistency; contradiction and paradox
are acceptable

Emotionalism is negative and played
down

Emotionalism is positive and trusted

Future-clrientedPresent-oriented

OptirrlisticPessimistic

Diversiry of opinion and individual truthConsensus and universal truth

PrivacvEverything is everyone's business

Small disparity befween f'ormal and
informal roles

Great disparity between formal and
informal roles

individual needs of paramount
inrportance; self'-sutTìciency and
independence

Individual needs subordinate to the
common good; mutual dependence

Striving for change; risk-positiveStriving for order and stability; risk-
negative

Market economyCentralized economy

Equalitarianism - fair playEgalitarianism - fair outcome

History of relative peaceHistory of war and conflict

"Melting pot," largeìy immigrants with no
historic territories

Ethnic archipelagoes with their own
historic territories

Representative authority, with power
tiowing up; trust in governutent; strong
legal tradition protecting the citizenry;
stability and accountability in the system

Central authority, with power flowing
down; mistrust of government; vacuum in
the legal tradition; proizvol - "governntent
arbitrariness"

AMERICANSRUSSIANS
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4. Russian Perceptions of 'fhemselves

Culturally wealthy, care for the common good of all, unpretentious,
casual, morallY suPericlr

One major obstacle to understanding the Russians is that we "read" thenr as

Europeans (cultural values, physical appearance, many irnported European elements

in béhavior, social mores, art and architecture), but they do not behave like

Europeans. In addition, the many surface similarities be¡ween the nvo cultures lull
us into perceiving them as 'Just like us."

B. Russian Lif'e'l'oday

1. Home and Family
Family size and children; the woman's role
Everyday life; housing; scarcity and the struggle for goods and services;

inflation; mutual dependence and supply "networks"; relative poverty

and poor quality of consumer goods

Diet and meals (see also travel section)
Cultural pref'erences for food: high starch, high fat, meat and root

vegetables, bland, many sweets; vitamin deticiency

Structure of meals - breakfast, noon meal, evening meal

Entertaining and hospitality
The importance of hospitality and food
Alcohol and toasting (see travel section)
Dining out (see travel section)

Friendship - intense, long-terln; almost none of the boundaries between

friends we have and respect in this country; they tend to seize control
of one another's lives, and will scold and chastise, to a degree

Americans perceive as invasive and nranipulative.
Personal hygiene - soap, washing machines, dry cleaners
Medical and dental care - poor quality, expensive; not a lack of knowledge,

but a natter of atfluence and suPPlY

Leisure and social activities - anything to do with nature: skiing, walking,
jogging, hiking, camping (but in all these activities, much less emphasis

on equiprnent and technology); evenings spent with fiiends; drinking
tea together; reading literature and poetry; the perfonning arts

2. At Work
Work day - hours, tlex tirne; lunch hours tbr errands
Status, position, and "turf' consciousness
Less emphasis on procedure, more on gcling to the people directly involved
New freedoms, but residual/habitual f'ear and lack of incentive
hnpact of poor infrastructure
Work habits: extremes-superlative commitment and total negligence

6
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Women in the workplace; low status, low paying jobs, such as physicians and

teachers; but women keep the country running. Wherever you fìnd
things getting done, you'll find a woman.

Much less productive industrial sector

3. Society
Existing classes - intelligentsla, industrial workers, farnters
Emerging classes - the New Rich and the New Poor
Not cònsumer oriented - difficulty of getting your needs met, Russians have

a hard time when confronted with many choices

Negotiating for everything
Religion and superstition: Russian Orthodoxy; the number 13; black cats

crossing one's path; shaking hands over a threshold; even numbers of
flowers as a gift; "jinxing"; sitting down before a long journey

Education - rewards mastery of facts, no encouragement of individual analysis

Alcoholism - pervasive, more men than women. Not as acutely perceived aS

an illness to be treated. You will find many characteristics of alcoholic
behavior and the alcoholic personaliry throughout Russian society.

Men and women: Explicitness of Sexual roles - men and women are still
regarded as very much different in Russia; women don't always take

their husbands' last nalnes (but if they do, the woman's nante will end

in -a, e.g., Mikhail Gorbachev and Raisa Gorbacheva); women expect

to be treated ditl'erently, with det'erence, pretty much the same as

women were treated in this country 20-30 years ago; this ditïerence
must be acknowledged; women's liberation in Russia has nreant that

\ryomen hold full-time jobs in addition to their traditional duties of
shopping, cooking, laundry, rnanaging the household, raising and caring
for the children, and doting on their husbands. Women have

traditionally been raised to believe that they do not have value outside
the context of a relationship with a man. The younger generation is

less this way, but the degree to which Arnerican men participate in

these activities may be viewed as somewhat henpecked; women in
positions of authoriry is still relatively unexplored territory, and

American women nlanagers are initially not likeìy to be treated with
the same degree of sericlusness as if they were men. lt is best tcl know
your subject and job well, f'orge ahead, and ignore this; you'll do fine
once the Russians knclw you, so be patient. A-llowing a Russian nian

to hold the door for you won't atTect your credibility, and retusing it
would hurt his feelings and/or confuse him. This kind of deference is
not a rornantic overture and is not derleaning: it's a common courtesy.
Russian men do nrake passes more fì'equently than American men, and

unless you are confident of the relationship, watch tbr and avoid
putting yourself in situations where this can occur.

Sensitive subjects - the "inf'erioriry contplex," anything that would project the
country or the people in a bad light; politics; cclarse language and

sexual ref-erences have a ntuch stronger inrpact. For people learning

7
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Russian, you will find that Russian has a vast and rich lexicon of
obscene wordsJo not use them, especially if a woman is present. For
you they are just sounds, and are devoid of the huge irnpact and shock

value they carry in Russian.

4. Attitudes
Trust in the people you know, not the systen; views of capitalism and the

perception of wealth and money (and lack of inhibition regarding salaries);

longing for structure and security; fear of chaos; unfulfilled. prornises and

exhaustion; residual suspicion; inertia and lack of incentive; moral damage of
the Soviet period-theft, lying, and guilt; mistrust of "getting ahead"; racism,

anti-Semitism, sexism, view of homosexuality; no equivalent of the "Arnerican
Dream"; monotony-good stories and scandal (anything that will be exciting

in the retelling) enhance the richness of lit'e; "hoarding" rnentality and

stockpiling; Moscow and St. Petersburg, and the provinces

5. Identity Crisis in Society
All of the Russians' "moorings"-how they orient themselves in the

world-have been severed:

At home: split between the generations (Stalin-era vs. today) and ideologies
("Socialism," i.e., the way we know vs. today's realities)

At work: no job security; new freedoms, but no understanding of what is the
right way to handle things-the old ways are going out, but there is no
clarity about what should replace thent

In society: tiom superpower to "beggar," developing country in a t'ew sirort
years; fundamental täilure of the sclcial contract (government, health
care, social services and infrastructure, failure to maintain order and
predictability)

Disenfranchisement and confusion at all levels of society and the farnily
conrbine to create extreme disorientation and alienation, t'ear, and uncertainry:
like when you are in the middle of the process of moving from one house to
another and are saying good-bye to the known (which no longer suits your
needs, but for which you are nostalgic and where you feel secure), but don't
know how life in the new place will be (with all the attendant hopes, doubts,
f'ears, misgivings-have we made the right decision?-and exhaustion).

C. Getting Acquainted

l. Ethnicity
Russians and non-Russians (see guide to surnames); ethnic tensions
and Russification. It is critical to establish whether your Russian

counterpart identifìes as an ethnic Russian (as opposed to Armenian,
Ukrainian, and so on); do not refer to people as Russians if you are

I
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not sure that is what they are. Asking for this information rather early

on in the relationship is fine, and can be used to build a bridge to the

other person.

To satisfy their high-context need for information, Russians start

"classifuing" people right away, in terms of class, ethnicity, and social

standing. This is not the same thing as pigeonholing people.

2. Aclclress
The Patronyrnic - In some ways Russian society is much more formal

than that in the United States. Russians do not have middle
names; instead, they have what is called the patronymic, which
consists of the fäther's name coupled with an ending, -ovich or
-evich for men, and -ovna or -evna for women. The polite and

proper way to address a Russian is by the first name and

patronymic: this is equivalent to saying "Mr." or "Ms." in the
United States. More and more Russians, particularly those

accustomed to international settings, are becoming used to
being addressed by their first names only. It is appropriate and

culturally sensitive to find out and learn both the first name and

patronymic, and to use both until the Russian suggests another
form of address. Similarly, for people learning Russian, there
are fwo forms of "you," fbrmal and färniliar (ry and t!,
respectively); again, it is important to follow the Russian's Ìead

betbre switching to the informal pronoun. Avoid using "he" or
"she" when the person being retþrred to is present; use their
first name and patronymic instead.

Mr., Ms., Mrs., and Miss - the closest Russian equivalents to these

terms are pre-Revolutionary and sound funny today. Russians

will only use them in reference to foreigners; this usage is
respectful.

Conrade: now only in use among dyed-in-the-wool communists and

to get attention or express disapproval in public
Diminutives - there are some 33 ditTerent diminutives in Russian.

These are used to indicate an entire range of the speaker's
f'eelings about a person or thing. For example, at home, Olga
will virtually never be referred to as Olga, it sounds too fonnal,
so Olya will be used instead. Olka would indicate that the
speaker is somewhat peeved; Olenka is consoling; Olechka is
playful. The meaning of each diminutive depends on the word
to which it is attached. Exercise caution when repeating
dirninutive fbrms of personal names you have heard until you
are positive you understand the nreaning they convey. (For
nrore on names and diminutives, see Gerhart, The Russian's

World, pp. 20-27, in the reading list.)

9



3. Hospitality, Expectations of Hosts and Guests, ancl Making Russians Feel

at Home

Arrival: polite time-fra¡le (don't shake hands clver the threshold!);
what to bring; outerwear and house slippers; washing hands

Food as the centerpiece of social interaction: food is equated with
hospitaliry, and when invited, Russians expect lots of it. If you

are invited, you will be fed whether you are hungry or n6t, and

not eating will make your host uncomt'ortable. (See also travel

section)
Dayti¡re: tea and cotfee, always with something to eat, never

by themselves
At night: a meal, extremely lavish preparation, guests are fed

continuously, and if things go well, the evening will last

until quite late. Otten people will go f'or walks after
long periods of sitting, eating, and talking.

Toasting (see travel section)
Conversation: The Russians are masters of conversation, and

can discuss a great variery of topics intelligently,
engagingly, and at length-and discuss rnany topics at

the same time, cycling around through the subjects.

Appropriate topics for conversation are the same as in

the U.S. (but check the section on sensitive subjects).
Atmosphere: The home-especially the kitchen!-is where

Russians really "let their hair down." The atmosphere in

the home is extremely warnr, casual, and unattected, and

it is here that formal barriers disappear entirely (but see

travel section on public behavior).
Departure: as always, efTusive thanks. Guests are usually seen

otl, or all the waY honre.

4. Giving and Receiving Gif'ts
Russians are very demonstrative and love giving gitts. In giving,

the presentation is essentially as important than the gift itself,
and your thanks should be etl'usive. Choose your compliments
wisely, tbr you may spontaneously receive the item you

mentioned. This Russian style of giving is as generous as it'is
sincere. Although you have doubtless read of acute shortages

of such i¡rportant items as sugar, cot't'ee, aspirin, razor blades,

and so cln, ntaking gitis of such items draws attent¡on tcl the
Russians' "neediness," and should be avoided, regardìess of how

desperately they rnay be needed. As you become friends with
the Russians this situation will naturally relax in the course of
your relationship, but at first it is safest to stick with more
"unnecessary" itents such as books in English, a nice bottle of

10
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liquor, scarves, pertumes, boxes of chocolates, gifts fbr their
children, and so on.

Leant the alphabet and words for basic courtesies and pleasnrttries; be generous

with yourself and your time.

D. Interpersonal Conrmunications

L. Physical Contact
America is a non-contact society. Much stress placed On "Sacred"

personal space. Non-intimate touching must be acknowledged and

accounted for. For Russians, physical contact in society is part of life
and is generally not acknowledged. In personal relations, it is a cue

that things are going well.

2. Botly Language ancl Facial Expression
Russians tend to express their emotions verbally. In Russia, emotional
outbursts in public occur regularly and are a way tcl blow otï steam,

and tend to be ignored. In their "formal" mode, Russians generally

refrain fiom expressing emotion with facial expressions and

gesticulation. In their "intbrmal" mode, the reverse tends to be true.

3. Conversational Distance antl Touching
Russian conversation and interaction distances are much closer than
ours. This tends to make us feel uncomfortable, we register that non-
intimates have violated our intimate space. Moving away is the natural
response, but this sends a signal to the Russian that something is
wrong, and he or she will continue to move closer to affirnr that things
are going well. Touching an arm or a shoulder will convey that the
Russians feel things are going right and your relationship is on the

right track. Don't artifìcially try to include touch in your interactions
with thenr, however, because if you're uncomfortable, it will come
across.

4. Smiling and Laughter
Smiling does not convey fiiendliness; no special expression of
friendliness is expected or required, particularly in public. This makes

the Russians appear sonrber and unhappy to us; it makes us seem

somewhat simple-mindcd to them. You should generally expect smilcs
and laughter only in response to things that are actually amusing or
funny. Russians love to laugh and carry on, however, and cherish the
absurd. The Russian sense of humor is very visually-oriented. To
understand Russian jokes, always try to access the visual colnponent,

1
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i.e., imagine the picture of the situation being described and look for
the hunor there.

5. Emotionalism
Russians are emotive and trust their emotions. Emotions are a positive

thing and convey sincerity, caring, concern, commitment, and how

things are going in the relationship. Expect Russians to express their
emoiions, and not be surprised or put otï by them. This cultural
preference is echoed in the language: the cadences and intonation of
spoken Russian will often give Americans the impression that the

Russians are fighting, when in fact exactly the reverse is true.

6. Conflict
Although friendship is of paramount importance and taken very

seriousiy, Russians do not place the same value on "friendliness" in
interaction. Russians are not upset by disagreement and conflict-in
fact, sometimes they even Seem to be recreational pursuits. If you are

confronted with a fact you find to be incorrect or an opinion you feel

is wrong, it is fine to disagree and state your opinion (but be ready to

back it up). Russians don't mind being corrected if they are wrong,

and don't take it personally-âtd neither should you, when the shoe is

on the other foot. Keep talking, and if the lnatter is inrportant ttl you,

stand your ground. The Russians appreciate strength of character and

values, and will you respect you tbr it.

7" Public versus Private Lives
There is a huge distance between public and private roles. Partly
because of the history of suspicion and persecution, in public, Russians

tend to appear very passive and unemotional (except fbr emotional

outbursts, as mentioned above). That is, one's private life is concealed

in society and is reserved exclusively f'or the home and one's fãnrily and

friends. The real issue in cross-cultural interaction is slightly different:
formal versus informal roles. The formal role is the one you encounter
tirst. It seems distant, reserved, tbrmal, and somewhat expressionless,

and perhaps even cold. As the relationship progresses-as you become

a member of the "in" group-this role is replaced by an increasingly

informal nrode of interaction, and you will finally be all but another
menrber of the family. Anrericans tend to draw much less of a

distinction between their public and private roles.

8. Relations between the Sexes; Sex and Intimacy
Not a lot ditferent than in this country 20 years ago. The biggest

obstacle here-and the one that is key in all relationships with
Russians-is overcoming the tbrmal versus infbrmal threshold; once

this is done, everything else can be handled just as you feel

comfortable. Men are generally expected to take the lead, but this is

{
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When we identi$ a friction cue the first step is to stop and recognize and

accept the emotion(s). The emotion(s) should then be interpreted as

infoimation: one of nly "rules" has been "broken." Take time to formulate

and make explicit which rule has been broken, and add this knclwledge to your

understanding of yourself and your own culture. The energy that accompanies

the emotions can be transtìlrmed into change and heightened perception'

Accept that you will never know all the rules of the other system. You will

always make "ntistakes," that is, you will always be learning. As long as you

maintain awareness of this, misunderstandings can be overcome. Try to view

the differences in the two cultures as assets and resources that contribute to

a more creative, greater whole rather than as limitations that one must always

"rwaste" time, energy, and resources overcoming.

When dealing with members of the other group, high context people shoulcl:

Remember that to your partner, the activiry that joins you is f'oremost

Use much less detail than you are accustomed; make your points

explicit-spell out your conclusions
Don't rely on reading your partner'S overt expressions of emotion to gauge

how things are going in your relationship, emotions will otien be

beneath the surface or will be responses to your partner's perception

of progress toward goals and objectives

Allow your pãrtner flexibiliry and to brainstorm, to think on his or her f'eet

Make your points explicit-spell out your conclusions

Be awâre tirat yclur partner is probably not vety comfclrtable witlr "multi-

tasking," and doing too many things at once will make him or her f'eel

unimportant, contused, and that nothing is being accomplished

Recognize y-our purtner's need for goals, scheduling, and clear organizational

structure

When clealing with members ol'the other group' low context people should:

Build relationships with your partners according to their rhythms and time

schedules and allow time fbr yourself (and your ideas) to assunle

substance and beconre predictable
Remenrber that your partner is ibcused on the value of the people and

relationships involved; the activities and goals are secondary, or n]ore

precisely, the natural result of sound relaticlnships
Pay attèntion to emotions expressed by your partner and treat thern as signals

indicating how the relationship is going

Think things all the way through, including the implications fbr those invcllved

Go into much more detail than you are accustomed

Draw conclusions regarding your partner's point on your own-this means

taking a much nìore "active" role as a listener
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Be aware that your partner is probably more comfbrtable "nrulti-tasking" and

that this is a question of approach, not a reflection of the irnportance

of what is happening
Place less emphasis on goals and scheduling
Focus on long-¡erni building of relationships instead of short-term, immediate

familiarity

Both high antl low context people shoulcl:

Stay in an interpretive mclde to the degree possible

Maie it a poinito know your partners well enough so you are aware of what

they pay attention to and what they ignore

Spend time trying to assess the different values in your own and the other

culture and make an efïort to accommodate them

Recognize that the respective needs of each cultural group are fundamental
and important, and must be treated as valid and with respect:

remember, people don't perceive the "rules" themselves

Actively maintain awareness that you can never be f'ully aware of what you are

communicating to someone else

Watch attentively fbr friction cues; interpret them as information about your

own cultural "rules": your emotional responses aÍe a reaction to
sornething that is happening to or in you, as opposed to something that

"they" are "doing" to You
Lower expectations: an expectation is a premeditated resentn'ìent

Be patient and allow time for things to work out and new rhythms to emerge

Make a sincere etïort to behave authentically with your partners

Remember that "why?" is not a particularly productive c¡uestion when trying

to understand cultural pref'erences

Re¡rember that in a low/high context situation, the low context people are focused

on getting things done, and the high context people are trying to establish and

enhance human contact

Culture Shock - Whenever two people are in an intercultural situation, it is

reasonable to assume that at least one of them, and likely, both, aÍe
experiencing some degree of culture shclck. Culture shock is an extremely
powerful, yet often incredibly subtle, reaction to a lack of tämiliar ret'erences,

cues, and information. In essence, it is a response to operating outside your

ov/n system of rules. Yclu don't know what things mean or how to react, and

the constant exposure to new things recluires interpretation, which is a lot clf

work, takes a great deal of energy, and generates strong emotions, often like
the oneS we experience when we are exhausted or very hungry, such as

irritability, contusion, doubt, tiustration, short-temperedness, and hostility.
Not all the reactions are "negative" enrotions, however: there is also the

elation of new discovery, the satisf'action of rnaking puzzle parts tìt together,
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and the achievement of becoming at ease in a difficult situation. Most people

experience culture shock as some or all of the fcrllowing, as a progression or
in varying order: exhilaration; urge to flee or withdraw; aggression/urge to

fight; tondetnnation of the culture; partial denial; learning to selectively filter
out the parts you can't handle; and the painstaking process of developing your

own coping mechanisms. These reactions do not always manifest themselves

immediately, but they detinitely will occur. Anticipate a "crash" after the

initial elation. The best approach to managing culture shock is to become

aware of it; acknowledge and accept the t'eelings; take care of yourself (eating,

sleeping, and so on); give yourself time to make adjustments; and don't act out

on the ernotions. For your partners, give them lots of understanding and time,

recognize that if they display enrotions, this is often the result <lf culture shock

and ãoes not relate specifically to what is happening or something you are

doing, and may seem wildly out of proportion to the matters at hand.

You don't have to like or even approve of cultural differences to be successful in an

intercultural situation. The key to being successful and comfortable lies in
recognizing and accepting your emotions, and treating them as information.
The associated energy can be directed tclward greater understanding and

change. You may continue to feel that your partner is wrong, but you cannot

be effective if you behave as though this were true or condescend.

Communication is only possible between equals, and maintaining respect is

foremost in supporting this process. Don't retreat.

Remember that being culturally sensitive does not mean not being yourself.
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RUSSIAN TRAVEL TRAINING

OBJECTIVES:

To become familiar with Russian social behavior patterns

To acquire practical "survival" skills needed by the traveller
To learn to plan safe, successful travel to and in Russia

L HOSPITALITY

Russian hospitality is both serious and lavish. Russians love to receive guests, and

in general, as a guest in the country, you will be treated with det'erence and respect

throughout Russian society.

A. Settings

1. In the Business Environment

As always, the primary (yet out-of-awareness!) focus of dealings rvith Russians

is on relationships, and this tìnds its expression in the business environment
as well. Try to keep this in mind if you experience impatience and the feeling
that nothing is getting done-something is getting done, and it's relationship-
building; achieving objectives always comes later, alnrost as a side-ctïect of the

relationship.

Business is never conducted at breakfast, and meetings are usually not
scheduled before 10:00 am. AJthough business may be conducted at meals,

the time spent together is still of foremost importance, and the American
habit of a few minutes of friendly chat followed by ''getti-ng down to business"

is likely to be perceived as abrupt. Be patient, things will get taken care of.
The focus of mealtimes, even with business partners and colleagues, is on
entertainment and enjoyment. ln keeping with the importance of hclspitality,
tables at even the nrost sericlus ncgotiations will generally have f'lclwers and

bottled mineral water, and tea and cof'fee will probably be served.

Traditionally, tea and coffee are never served without something to eat as

well.

2. In the Home
By no means pass up an opportuniry to visit Russians at home. When they
suggest that you colue by, it is cclmpletely sincere-Russians do not extend
invitations as pleasantries.
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I B. Food and Alcohol

The traditional Russian diet favors meat, fish, and carbohydrates. Fresh fruits and

vegetables are rarely available outside "Vy'estern" restaurants (which import most of
their supplies) and farmers' markets (where prices are high). Lunch is the main meal

of the day, and includes hors d'oeuwes, soup, a main course, and dessert. In Slavic

culture food is equated with hospitality, and visitors to Russia are typically served

much more food than they are accustomed to eating. Coft.ee and tea invariably
follow the meal.

Alcohol is part of any Russian meal with the faintest trace of "special" overtones, so

as a foreign visitor, you are likely to see a lot of it. Alcohol is virtually never taken

without food, and there is no equivalent to our "cocktails" style of drinking. Vodka
is the beverage of choice, followed by wine, champagne, and beer. Russians can

handle their liquor and should be allowed to "win" in any "competitive" drinking
situation. Typically vodka is drunk chilled, beginning straight away with the hors

d'oeuwes, and the visitor is advised to keep eating along the way. Refusing alcohol
is a bit dicey socially: it's like rejecting part of the hospitality. Medical reasons (such

as medication or conditions) as well as spiritual convictions are acceptable "excuses"

for not drinking, however. The pressure to drink, especially vodka, falls squarely on

men, with women preferring much less copious amounts of wine, tending to drink
vodka somewhat more "symbolically," in the spirit of the occasion, or not at all.
There is nothing unusual about being served many alcoholic beverages at a meal, in
the same overwhelming abundance as the t'ood.

Toasting is a rather serious affair in Russia, and is not to be taken lightly. Toasting
is begun by the host, and will usually address the importance of those present and the
occasion. The toasts-which can be quite long and elegant-may have humorous

components, but levity is not their purpose. Friendship and new beginnings are otten
the subject of toasts, and should never be interpreted as being cliches. Before
travelling to Russia take a bit of time to consider the occasions you are likely to
encounter and prepare a couple of toasts in advance, for sooner or later it becomes

incumbent upon the visitor to raise a toast in answer to the host (pay attention to the
rhythm of the event and you'll sense when is the right time), and you'll want to do so

in an elegant and appropriate manner. In a way, toasting is one of the "n"ìeasures"

of the significance of the occasion, and should be treated as such.

C. 'I'ips f'or the Invited Guest

Bring a gifi: f'lclwers (odd nunrbers), a bclx of choccllates, or a bottle clf wine
or other spirits.

Don't shake hands over a threshold.

I
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It is polite to arrive within about a half'-hour of the appointed time. If you

are invited for 7:00, arriving at7:30 is fine. If you are not being picked

up by your host, plan mclre travel time than you think is necessary, by

about Ll3-112.

Outerwear is generally removed right in the entrance hall, and usually you will
be expécted to renrove your shoes or boots and put on house slippers,

even if they're not Your size.

Wash your hands before sitting down at the table.

Nowadays most Russians don't drink tap 'water without boiling it; bottled

water or tea is Pref'erred.

Don't be too shy about asking for things. Once you've been invited to a

Russian home you are well on the way to being accepted as one of the

"in" group, and as this happens the rigid formal character of the

Russian public role rapidly disappears. Your hosts want you to relax

and have a good time.

Bring along pictures of your t'anrily, honte, and fiiends. Again, remember the

emphasis on relationship-building. Also, don't be shy about asking

about your host's family. These are subjects of genuine interest. You
will find that Russians are f'ascinated by the Arnerican way of lit'e, and

have lots of questions. Russians are not particularly inhibited about

discussing salaries and the cost of living, and you may expect such

questions. Arnericans appear phenornenally wealthy to Russians, and

quoting the amount of your average salary will probably anraze thent,

but not really give them an understanding of the meaning of that

anount of money. You can help them understand by never simply

naming a dollar figure: in addition, give them an idea of the buying

power this represents. For example, how much you spend on rent,

food, clclthing, and so on.

Russians love to go fbr walks outdoors after long tneals, and will see you otT

(if not completely assume responsibiliry tbr your transportation home).

D. Dining Out

Dining out is traditionally a tairly extravagant event in Russia, reserved for
special occasions. Generally a table is reserved t'or the duration of the

evening, and courses are serued slowly amidst a wash of wine, champagne, and

rounds of vodka. Otten there is (loud) music and dancing. This is not an

environment considered appropriate for children (say, under 16 years of age),

and so you are not likely to see any. Since dining out is a special event,
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people tend to dress up for it, but not to "black tie" degree-Russians typically

ào not own such clothing. If you were invited out, the Russians will expect

to pick up the tab. If you off'er, your offer will probably be declined and you

shouldn't push it, you'll hurt their feelings.

il. PUBLIC BEHAVIOR AND E'I'IQUE'I"I'E

Many forms of behavior that are no longer practiced in the West are still very much

alive in Russia, and are considered part of respectable behavior. Women are treated

with deference, and they expect it. This includes holding doors, letting women go

first, helping them with coats, in and out of cars and on and ofï of buses, and lighting

cigarettes.

It is not considered appropriate to sit on the ground or on stairs in any public place,

and feet are never elevated. A gocld rule of thumb is never place your legs in such

a way that the soles of your shoes aie visible. Short pants and going barefbot are not

customary, and with the exception of jogging, sweat suits are only worn in public on

trains.

Coats must be checked when entering any public building. This is a cultural "rule"

that should be observed-failure to check your coat borders on outright rudeness.

Be sure to plan time to check your coat and pick it up before leaving the building,

for lines, paiticularly, for example, at theater performances, can be considerable. Do

not leave valuables in your coat pockets. Tipping coat-check attendants is not

customary, although those who deal frec¡uently with foreigners are coruing to expect

it; 200 rubles is more than adec¡uate in such situaticlns.

In consecrated Russian Orthodox churches, worren should wear a scarf or a hat clr

in some way cover their hair; men should remove their hats and hold their hands at

their sides, not in pockets or clasped behind the back.

Physical contact - elbowing and shoving are pervasive in puUii., and you should not

be offended. Russians often hold hands and kiss (friends as well as lovers). Because

of the utter lack of privacy, you rrray see displays of aff'ection that in the United
States would be reserved fbr the homc.

III. GETTING AROUND AND GE'I"I'ING ALONG

A. Meeting Your Needs

Getting attention often requires a high degree of assertiveness, and you should not
be shy when trying to get someone's attention. Use your voice and facial expression,

not your hands, to get attention. Don't hesitate to ask the Russians for help.
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Don't take no tbr an answer - unlike in the United States, in Russia, "no" is usually

the beginning of a transaction, not the end. Interpret "no" tc) mean "you haven't

asked me right yet." Context the person and don't give up.

Shopping - plan for cornplete self-sufficiency, down to paper clips. There are

generally two types of stores, old and new style. In the old style stores' you must

õtand in a total of 3 lines: first, to identi$ what you want and have it wrapped up;

second, at the cashier, to pay for the item; and third, to exchange the receipt

obtained tiom the cashier for your purchase. New stores function the same as in the

U.S. Business hours are generally 9-6, with an hour break at 1:00 or 2:00 pm for
lunch.

B. Personal Safþty and Medical Care

l. Meclical Care
Physicians in Russia do not freely impart information to the patients in their
care aS is generally the case in the U.S., and there is no "paying customer"

component to the relationship. Information is meted out on a "need to know"

basis, and you may have to be c¡uite persistent in order to have your questions

answered. If you need to see a doctor, have someone go with yclu to help

with this process. Do bear in mind that the Russians may interpret your

questions regarding your own health as a lack of trust in their expertise and

judgrnent.

The hygiene practices in Russian health care facilities are far below American
standards. This is not because the Russians do not know better, but rather a
reflection of the economic and social situation in the country. In addition, the

focus of Russian health care is on saving lives, not patient conrfort.

Disposable syringes are in short supply in Russia, and clften one clf the first
steps a Russian doctor will take is to give an injection. You must j¡zsisr on the

use of disposable syringes and categorically refuse anything else.

2. Personal Saf'ety
In recent years there has been extensive-and somewhat shrill-media
coverage of the increase in crime in Russia, particularly with respect to
foreigners. Nonetheless, Russian cities are not really any more dangerous

than any large cities in the U.S. The key ditterence is that with our
comparatively expensive and colorful dress, \ùy'esterners stand out as

dranratically wealthy in Russian society. A good rule of thumb is tcl take the

same precautions you would use when visiting any large city: always be aware

of your immediate environment and stay attentive to your personal belongings.
Always lock the door to your room and test it to be sure it is in fact locked.

It is invariably preferable not to travel alone whenever possible, particularly
in large cities and after dark. Keep an eye out for and avoid groups of
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gypsies-especially children-in any area frequented by foreigners.

Pickpocketing is on the rise, particularly in crowded situaticlns, such as the

subway.

Pedestrian s never have the right of way in Russia-even in "zebra stripe"

zones-and Russian drivers do not slow down for them. When crossing the

street, it is esseizf ial to look caretully, keep an eye on tratlìc, and be ready to

move quickly. Most major intersections have underground crossings, and

where ihey do exist, their use is cornpulsory. Jaywalking is not legal.

C. Transnortation

1. Taxis
When travelling by taxi, be sure to use one of the otÏcial cabs (rnarked with

a checkerboard pattern on the side of the car), as the use of "gypsy" cabs is

questionable and even dangerous for foreign visitors. Fares are occasionally

charged according to the n'reter, but more often than not the fare is agreed

upon at the outset of the trip. When charged by the meter add an additional
S-t\Vo as a tip; tipping is not necessary when the färe has been negotiated in

advance.

2. Subways
Most large Russian cities have subway systems. You enter the system by using

a token, obtained from a window inside the station entrance. The cost to use

the system is the sanle regardless of the distance travelled or the number of
transfers you make. Obtain a subway map befbre attempting to navigate the

system, and don't be shy about asking for directions-Russians are always glad

to help out. Beware the extremely fast escalators, and "stand right, go left."

3. 'Irolleybus, Tram, and Bus
The public transportation network is very crowded and rec¡uires the use of
coupon-like tickets that are purchased in books in advance tio¡r kiosks (and,

if need be, from the driver-have correct change ready). Once you have

entered the vehicle, you ll-rust "cancel" a ticket (one per ride) in the cancelling
device (usually there are two per vehicle) mounted between the windows.

Travel is on the honor system, that is, you will generally not be asked to show

a ticket. Periodic spot-checks are nrade, and people travelling without tickets

are fined. If someone taps you on the shoulder or speaks to you, he or she

is usually: (a) asking if you are getting out at the next stop; if you are, nod
yes; if you are not, try to ¡tlove out of the way; (b) asking that you pass a

ticket tO the person nearest the cancelling device, or, if you are nearest, that
you cancel the ticket and hand it back; or (c) asking to purchase a ticket fronl
your book.
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4. Airplanes ancl Airports
Air travel in Russia is always an adventure. Flights are often subject to long,

unexplained delays. There is usually no place to sit down, and obtaining fbod

and beverages can be diflìcult, if not impossible, especially at domestic

airports, so be sure to eat before leaving for the airport. Seating is often not

assigned, and you may have to take any available seat. Domestic tìights nust
be ieconfirmed 72 hours in advance. Plan to arrive at the airport a minimum

of ¡wo hours in advance of any fight, and be ready to handle your own

luggage.

5. Trains
Trains generally run right on time in Russia, so be sure to arrive at the station
at least a hali'-hour before departure. Watch your belongings very caretully

in and around stations. On overnight trains, befriend the conductor assigned

to your car immediately, and ask to be shown how to lock the cor"npartment.

The conductor will collect your ticket before or upon departure and will
return it to you when you arrive. There are no restaurant cars on most trains,

so you may wish to consider taking provisions with you, especially something

to drink, aS the trains can often be quite warm and the windows in the

compartments generally do not open. The conductor can usually provide hot

tea. Lavatories are locked when the train is near or at a station.

D. Border Formalities

Despite the great relaxation in t'oreign relations in recent years, Russian bclrder

formalities remain a rather serious business. Travellers are required to tìll out

customs declarations upon arrival to the country, and all foreign currency, travellers

checks, valuable equipment, and items made precious metals and gems ruust be

declared. If you do take valuables with you to Russia, make sure they are declared

on your custons declaration, tbr they are otherwise subject to confiscation. There
is no limit to the amount of foreign currency you may bring with you, but bringing
rubles into the country or taking them out with you is a serious crinre. Upon
departure you will be asked to till out another, identical, custotlls declaration, which
will be compared with the original. It is essential to make sure any valuables you

listed coming into the country are listed on your outgoing form as well. (See the

appendix on border fonnalities.)

Should there be any question when crossing the border, items brought as gifts for
others should be identified as for your personal use or as gifts brought to be given

away along the way, not intended for any specifìc individual.

Many items cannot be taken out of the country, and custollls otïicials enjoy wide
discretion in applying export laws. The tbllowing iterns cannot be exported tiom
Russia without special export pennits: jewelry and precious metals and gems; works

of art; antiques; items that can be considered part of the cultural heritage; and any
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marerials published before 1976. Rarely, a law permitting an export duty of 600Vo

on luxury items may be capriciously invoked by custonrs officials. If this happens,

keep talking, and, as a last resort, state that you sinrply cannot afford the duty and

if they insist they'll simply have to keep the item. In all cases, maintain a respectful

attitude. Penalties for smuggling range from confiscation of the iten'ì to fines and

imprisonment. It is always wise to ask carefully about the legality of exporting any

questionable item well in advance clf arriving at the airport, and t'or obvious reasons,

the person selling the item may not be the most reliable source of information. It
is a good idea to keep receipts for all large purchases. Items acquired in Russia

cannot be mailed home.

E. Conrmunications and Staying in l'oucþ

The Russian phone system is extremely unreliable and can otten be quite frustrating.
Telephones in the newer, Western-style hotels are reliable, but quite expensive.

These telephones can be used for c¡uick international connections (outside these

hotels, international and many domestic long-distance calls must be booked in
advance through the operator, generally involving long waits next to the phone for
the call to be put through). Phone books are not available, so any local numbers you

plan to call must be brought with you.

Although they are improving, communications with Russia have ahvays been poor.
It is a good idea to discuss how you're going to stay in touch betbre you leave Russia,

and set up a "back-up" plan at the same tiÍne.

In recent years it has become much easier to call Russia, although the quality of
connections is often poor, and often täde or are cut otï. Remember the time
difference! Aìso, bear in mind that whereas international calls originating in the U.S.

are relatively inexpensive by world standards, the charges incurred by your Russian

counterparts are extremely high compared to salaries, and placing calls is much more
difficult. Answering machines are still comparatively rare, and voice mail essentially
nonexistent. Russian ofTices do not have centralized switchboards; what this means

is that when you are given someone's ofïice nunrber, that is the direct line to the
telephone on his or her desk, and is not likely to be answered at all if tile person is
out of the ofÏìce.

Faxes otten do not get through, even though no transmission problems are apparent
or reported at this end, and you should understand that Russians are not quick to
respond in writing, particularly if obtaining agreement on or permission for sornething
is involved. In addition, because of tiecluent power surges and the associated fìre
hazard, Russians often shut rnachinery off befbre leaving the otÏce, so the fÐ(

machine may be otï during business hours in the U.S.
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Telex and telegram are perhaps the most reliable means of conrmunication between
the U.S. and Russia, and E-mail is beginning to proliferate in Russia as well,
although messages nrust often be re-sent.

The Russian mail system is erratic at best. The general pattern these days is that
letters from the U.S. are delivered, in anywhere from 10 days to 3 months. A much
smaller percentage of letters from Russia arrive at their destinations in America. lf
you send parcels to colleagues and friends in Russia you should know that these
items are otten stolen outright or are arbitrarily subjected to an import duty of I00Vo
of what the customs officials deem the value of the object to be-in practice, ruling
this out as a possibility. Items are best sent with people travelling to Russia.

The various international express mail services available today, such as Federal
Express and DHL, are very reliable, although not inexpensive. The U.S. Postal
Service offers 5-day letter service to major Russian cities, and. this service is quite
modestly priced (about $15).

t

I

t
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Iv. PLANNING YOUR TRIP

A. Medical

Before travelling to Russia and the othcr countries of the fornrer USSR it is always

wise to consult the U.S. Department of State Fclreign Travel Advisclry Desk in

Washington, D.C. QAZ\647-5225) to see if there are travel or health advisories in
et'fect. You may also wish to call the Centers for Disease Control's International
Travellers Hotline in Atlanta (4041332-4559). It is also a good idea to seek the
recommendation of your physician regarding any immunizations and medications that
might be advisable for your own health and safery. Be sure to investigate the extent
of your health insurance coverage-particularly accident and medical evacuation

coverage-while travelling abroad.

Currently many Western pharrnaceutical products and supplies are available in
Moscow and St. Petersburg, although prices are cluite high and considerable time may

be spent tracking down specific items. Outside these cities, however, the situation
differs considerably, and medical supply is both erratic and of poor qualiry.

Travellers to Russia should take arnple c¡uantities of any prescription medications

they take, as well as their generic nantes. Women should take any necessary

grynecological supplies, for they cannot be easily obtained in Russia. While traveìling
in Russia many Americans experience digestive upset and cold/sore throat symptoms,

so it is a good idea to bring along over-the-counter medicines such as pain reliever
and cold remedies, and a considerable supply of tissues.

Prescription lens wearers should take a second pair of glasses as well as a cclpy clf

their prescription. Western-qualiry eyewear is now available in the larger cities,
however prices are quite high and selection limited. Because the Russian water
supply does not meet the standards to which we are accustomed in the United States,

contact lens wearers may wish to consider leaving their lenses at horne. If you dcl

wish to bring your lenses, be sure to bring all necessary solutions and fragrance-free
hand soap. Again, back-up lenses are a n'ìust.

Special dietary needs generally cannot be easily accommodated in Russia. The
Russian diet is high in salt, fat, and cholesterol, and tiesh tiuits and vegetables are
not readily available, particularly outside of St. Petersburg and Moscow. Avoid
drinking unboiled tap water.

People planning extended stays in Russia should consider packing a vitamin and
niineral supplement.
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B. Clothine

As always when travelling, clothing that can be layered is the most versatile option.
In Russia one does far more walking than in the U.S., so comfbrtable, sturdy
footwear that is in good repair is a must (it is virtually impossible to have anything
repaired in Russia on short notice).

In addition to whatever you normally pack when travelling, you might wish to
consider taking the tbllowing items:

Hat/scarf, gloves
Raincoat, umbrella
Battery or wind-up travel alarm (alarnr clocks are generally not available in

hotels)
Liquid laundry soap and a round, flat sink stopper
Sunglasses
Small sewing kit
All toiletries
Photos of your home and t'amily

Because of the severe economic situation in Russia today, characterized by high
inflation and unemployment, pilfering and petty thett are on the rise (see the section
on personal safery). For this reason it is unwise to bring any valuable jewelry or
belongings of special importance to you. Moreover, the Russians thernselves
generally do not have such possessions and they can appeaf ostentatious.

C. Lusgaee

Hard-sided suitcases with durable locks are best tbr travel in Russia. You may wish
to consider purchasing baggage insurance, particularly if your itinerary involves travel
on Aeroflot, not renown for honoring lost and darnaged baggage claims. Never pack
travel documents, medicine, or corrective lenses in your checked luggage. Luggage

should always be locked securely when you are travelling in Russia. Porters are often
not available, so it is important that you can manage all of your luggage yourself. If
you are travelling via Aerof'lot (i.e., on any regular domestic tlight) you should be

aware that the total weight limit t'or checked luggage and carry-ons is 20 kilograms
(44 pounds), and surcharges tbr excess weight run about $100 tbr each 40 pounds.
Carry-ons are generally not weighed, but this rule is somewhat capriciously applied.

Regardless of point of departure or destination, scheduling and ticketing clf doruestic
flights is always done on Moscow time. This merits attention whenever planning air
travel within Russia.
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D. Electricity

The supply of electricity in Russia, 220 volts AC, is not particularly reliable or stable.

If you-áré Utinging sensitive electronic equipnrent for use in Russia you should

seriously considèr bringing a spike (surge) protector in addition to a conversion

transfoirner, if necessary, to convert to 110 volts. Russia uses rwo-prong plugs with

the two round pins found throughout Europe.

E. Currency

The Russian unit of currency is the ruble, which consists of 100 kopeks. At present

(April 1994) the rate of exchange is hovering around 1,600 rubles to the dollar. As

of ianuary I, Igg4, foreign currency has been banned for use in all cash transactions

in Russia. This presents a bit of a dilemma for the traveller as it is often ditlìcult to

have rubles re-converted into dollars before leaving the country, which can generally

only be done at airports, and involves long lines and waiting. lt is most advisable to

convert more frequently, changing smaller amounts, say, $50-100 at a time.

Whenever paying in cash yclu will have to pay in rubles, although many stores and

some restaurants now have money exchanges.

It can often be difficult, and even impossible, to cash travellers checks in Russia,

especially outside of Moscow and St. Petersburg. American Express travellers checks

arê the most widely accepted, and some Upes, such as Master Card checks, are not

negotiable at all. Cash should best be carried in smaller denominations, such as 10s

anã 20s, for change is often hard to conre by. Credit cards are accepted by many

hotels and the newer restaurants. Whenever you plan-to-use a credit card, however,

be sure to agree about this method of paymentbeþre accepting any goods or services.

F. Accomnrodations

In the last several years many new, Western-style hotels have been constructed in

Russia, particularly in Moscow and St. Petersburg. These hotels generally provide

the services customarily available in hotels in this country, but at a prenrium.

Russian hotels do not n'ìeet Western qualiry standards, and ofTer comparatively very

few services. Washcloths and basic toiletries are not provided, and towels are thin,
small, and not particularly absclrbent. Soundprootìng is virtually non-existent and

light sleepers may wish to consider taking disposable earplugs. Electrical outlets,
especially i¡ bathrooms, do not work, and thus the use of portable hair dryers is
unreliable. If using a hair dryer is important to you, you should bring a small (6 ibot)
extension cord, a transformer (if necessary), and an adapter for the plug.
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I G. Laundry

Laundry services are often available in hotels, although because of the harshness of
Russian soaps, are not suitable tbr delicate items. Dry cleaning exists, but takes a

very long time, and produces results that are questionable at best.

H. Services

By tradition, the Russian econony is not consumer oriented. In practice this means

that service is neither quick nor attentive, and one should expect most transactions
to take considerably longer than they do in the United States. Lines can be long and

chaotic.

I. Tinping

Tipping was not part of Soviet society, and is still nowhere near as prevalent as it is

in the U.S. The general rule is that tipping expectations increase with exposure to
foreigners, particularly Americans. Ten percent is certainly adequate for any meal

at a nice restaurant. In hcltels, airpclrts, train stations, and so on, porters generally

expect about 1,000-1,500 rubles per bag.

.I. Photography

Western film is generally not available outside of hotels in the major cities, and

Russian (Agfa process) film cannot be readily processed in the U.S., so you should
take an ample supply with you.

Choose subjects tbr your phcltos with sensitivity: often subjects tl'lat are colclrful or
exotic to the eye of the visitor-such as long lines or crowded marketplaces-may be

a source of strong emotions, such as embarrassrrent, to tlÌe Russians, and taking a

photograph nray seem to draw attention to sonrething that Russians perceive as

backward or a shortcoming of sociery. In addition, remember that Russia is

populated by a great many extremely ditïerent ethnic groups, and societal views of
photography can differ greatly, particularly regarding photographs of people. Always
ask perrnission before photographing people.

In museurns, visitors are ofien rec¡uired to purchase special photo licenses in order
to use their still and video canleras (tìash is generally not permitted). The cost of
these licenses varies from about $1-3 tclr a regular camera to $20 and up fbr video.
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K. Snrokine

There has been no serious anti-smoking trend in Russia. Smoking is constant and

virtually everywhere, and non-smokers as a rule have no rights in this regard.
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TVANOV OR RABINOVICH? A BRIEF GUIDE TO SURNAMES

Following is a list of the most typical endings for the surnames of the main ethnic groups

living in Russia.' Bear in mind that these endings should be used as clues, and are not iron-
clad. Furthermore, for a variety of reasons, many people identify as belonging to an ethnic
group different from what their last name might

(

I

Armenian
-yan, -ian

Belorussian. Polish
-ski, -ich

ueorsran
-dze, -vili, -vali, -yani, -ani

Jewish
-ovich, -man, -shtam, -shtein, -baunr

LaMan. Lithuanian
-sh, -is, -us, -as

Russian
-ov, -ev, -in, -sky WOyna4 ,r//

Ô04- cvA-.

Ukrainian
-ko, -enko, -ak, -yak, -chuk

'' W rn/ /øzrøe//4^ uu/u,

5rl

tú

I

I

r

¿¿

{' t 7'¿: '
:.,/,¿'

'''/"' ''' i'1> (I">
¡7úe1ü' 

'/ ' 
,,n., /n'o-

'"t , r* 
( 
' .j" :- ¡lçïfr
"^/¡ r Î-' ''*llt

þ4( ,' ,'' t"' 
r,,,/!/,, ."n LKh,

. n*4 þu:;,r K'"".MF;'t"

'Adapted from Genevra Gerhart, The.Russir¿nb World: Lfe and Language (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1974), pp. 31-33.
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RUSSIAN HOLIDAYS

One of the areas where the recent changes in Russia are most apparent is holidays. Many

holidays from the Soviet period have fallen out of favor, but are still celebrated by some,

depending on their convictions, particularly in rural regions. Most of the traditional Russian

Oithodoi holidays have not been reinstated. At present the situation with holidays is

ambiguous, and it is always a good idea when in Russia to ask if any holidays are upcorning.

January I - New Year's Day. A major holiday, New Year's coincides with important dates

in the Russian Orthodox calendar, and together, the period from December 24

through the first week of January is left about as functional in business terms as it
is in the U.S.

January 7 - Russian Orthodox Christmas.

March 8 - International Women's Day. All the women in one's lif'e are treated to a great

À/ deal of special attention in the form of flowers, cards, evenings out, and so on, and
ìÑ you might wish to join in.

April 4 - May I - Russian Orthodox Easter (must be calculated each year). The first
Sunday after the first full moon following the vernal equinox; this day must tbllow
Passover. If it does not, the Easter is celebrated the following Sunday.

May I - International Labor Day. Depending on when the first falls during the week,

}r/ray 2 may be a holiday as well.

9 - Victory Day (1945).

August 19-21 - Independence Day (also know as Democracy Day and Freedom Day).
Commemorates the quashing of the coup attempt in 1991. This is a new holiday, and

the exact timing and character of f'estivities are still in flux.

November 7-8 - Revolution Day. Comnremorates the Bolshevik Revolution of I9I7.
Although its status may change in the iuture, Revolution Day was still celebrated in
1993.

December 24-25 - (European) Christmas. Celebrated selectively, depending on ties and the
degree of contact with Westerners.

If a holiday falls on a Thursda¡,, Friday ond Saturday nzay also be holidays.
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RUSSIAN BORDER FORMALITIES

AND CUSTOMS DECLARATIONS

To travel to Russia you ntust have a visa. lf your visa is nclt being obtained fbr you, you

should contact the Russian Embassy, Consular Division, 1825 Phelps Place, NW,

Washingron, D.C. 20008, telephone (202) 939-8907, 8911, 8913, 8918 or the Russian

Consulãtes in New York, San Francisco or Seattle for current infbrmation on visa

requirements. Entry and exit visas are issued as a single sheet clf paper with the

photographs attached, and will be separated and collected by custollls otïicials as you enter

ãnd lèavè Russia. Obtaining a Russian visa can be a lengthy process (which can be

shortened by paying an additional charge and requesting express service), so it is wise to

submit your aþplication as early as possible. It is not unconmon fbr visas to be issued as

little as 24-48 hours before departure. This is normal and should not cause concern.

Border Formalities

To enter the country atter you plane lands in Russia, you must complete three steps:

1. Pass through passport control. You present your passport and visa to the

official, who then tears off the entry portion of the visa and returns the exit

portion to you along with your passport.

Proceed into the custorlts area to collect your luggage frorn the lug-uage belt.
If your luggage is lost, file a lost baggage report now, before passing through

customs. If you're not Sure where to go to dO this, ask anyone wearing a

uniform-there will be plenty <lf these on hand.

PasS thrOugh custOnrs. At large airpOrts there are "green" and "red" lanes, that
is, for nothing to declare and tbr goods to declare, respectively. If you have

more than $50 with you (as of course everyone does), you must join the line
for any red lane unless customs ofTicials direct you otherwise. You are likely
to be asked to put your luggage and hand luggage through an x-ray machine
(film-safe for less than ASA 1000), and you present your passport, visa, and

conrpleted customs declaration form to the custorns otïicial. Be sure the

customs fficíat stamps your custonts declaratíon. When the customs official
returns your travel documents and the customs declaration, you are tiee to
leave the airport. (When leaving the country. the process is reversed. First,
you present your luggage for custollls inspection, along with two declaraticln
tbrnts, the one you coltlpleted upon arrival and a second, "identical" fornl,
both of which the custonrs otTìcial will keep. Second, you pass through
passport control, presenting your passport, exit visa, and boarding pass. The
visa will be retained by the customs official.)

2.

3"
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This entire prclcedure can take anywhere tiom l/2 hour to as much as 4 hours and longer,

depending ón how many airplanes arrive at the same time, the number of customs officials

on Oury, ãt.. Searches úy 
"urtorus 

otlicials arc generally cursory and <ln a spot-check basis;

extensive searches of Americans are rare'

Customs Declarations

Each traveler to Russia must complete a custollls declaration to enter the country and

another, identical form in order to leave. Each person should have his or her own

declaration, even rnarried couples: should your plans change and you have to leave the

country separately, the departure process will be nruch smoother this way. The custonis

declaration must usually bé presented in order to change money' and you must not lose this

docunrent, for lr ,nrr,roi bu replacert. lnfbrnration entered on customs declarations slrould be

correct and as precise as poisible; this applies particularly to money and any valuables you

are carrying wiitr you. when filling out the secõnd form prior to leaving- Russia, you should

check cárelulty to see that the listi of valuables on the two forms rnatch-discrepancies in

these lists on ihe ¡vo forms can lead to confiscation of the item(s) in question.

Completing Custonls Declaration Forms

Full Name: enter your full name' exactly as it appears in your passport'

Citizenship: If you are a U.S. citizen, write U.S.l.; citizens of other ccluntries should enter

the name of the appropriate countly.

Arriving from: Write the name of the country where the flight on the last leg of your

journey originated -U. 
5.A., Firtl and, G ernta n¡', etc'

Country of Destination: Write Rus'sir¿.

purpose of Visit: If your visa is on yellowish paper, write Tourisnz. If your visa is on blue

paper, write Business.

My luggage (including hancl luggage) submitf etl lbr Customs inspection consists of'-
piec"si- õrite the tolal numbði of pi"..r you have. For 1 suitcase and 1 carty-on, for

èxample, write 2. Women's purses should not be counted'

Items I-IV: Write None in each blank.

V. Currency: Here you must declare the money you are carrying with you, cash separately

from traveller's checks. Count each caretully and write the amount in nunrbers and in words

(there is no need to count coins). lf you have currency in addition to dollars, such as

òeutschmarks, these currencies nrust be listed separately.
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This is also the section where valuables fiewelry made of precious metals and/or stones,

calneras, etc.) should be itemized. Be sure to list wedding rings. You do not have to enter

the values of these items: the number and description, such as "1 gold ring" will suftice. Do
not list costume jewelry or watches that are nclt made of precious metals. If you run out of
space, flip the form over and continue in the section under the heading FOR OFFICIAL
USE, Part A. Clearecl on entry to (exit from) the U.S.S.R.:

VI. U.S.S.R. rubles, other currency, payment vouchers, valuables, and any objects belonging

to other persons: Write None.

I also declare that my luggage sent separately consists of pieces: Write None

unless you are shipping something that is arriving later on a separate flight, by boat, etc.

(Date) r98 _ Ovvner of luggage Sign and

date the form. Enter the date using the fbllowing pattern: 19 March 1994.

Again, make sure the customs oftìcial stamps this form before you leave the customs area.

The form is not valid without this stamp. Upon departure tiom Russia, you may wish to
copy all the information directly from the tbrm you cornpleted upon arrival (changing the

countries of arrival, destination, date, and different amount of money, as appropriate) to be

sure that you do not omit any valuables.
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COMPLETED SAMPLE CUSTOMS DECLARATION FORM (FRONT)

Keen for the drrralion of votrr
.ir,',i in the U.S.S.R. or abrr¡ar1

Noi ienel'able in case of loss.

T-6
Axr¡.

Persons qiving false inforntation in the Customs
bã.rrir,l.rì'. 

'oi 
tn c,¡stonrs of ficers shall render

iir.iii*lt'*. liable t¡nder larr's of the U S'S'R'

CUSTOMS DECLARATION

Frrll nanlc

Cilizenshi¡

STEvF^t ?aaa
l'{,f,

'\rriving from

Cor¡nlry of deslination

Prrrpose of visit

M¡' luggage (inclrrding hand

â_

\\:ith me and in m¡' luggage I hale:
I. \¡eapons of all descriptions and ammunition

ì1. Narcolics and appliances foi the use thereof

AJES
ness, tottnsm, P vate, etc.)

lrrggage) submittcd lor Ct¡stonls inspéction consists of

O AJ€

þO N€
III. Antiqrres and objects of art (paintings, drau'ings, icons, sculptures, etc.)--

^Jótt€IV. U.S.S.R. rubles. U.S.S.R. State Loan bonds. Soviei lotlerv tickets No¡tE

\r. Currencv other than U.S.S.R. rtrbles (bank noles, excheqtter bills, coins), pavmenl
vor¡chei (cheques. bills. Ieiters of crcd.it. etc.), .securities (shares, bonds, etc.) in
foreign currericies, precious metals (gold, silver.- platinrtm, nretals of platinrrnr grotrp)
in añy form or condition, crr¡cle and processed natr¡ral preciorts siones (diarnoncls,
brillia'nts, rubies. e¡neralds, sapphires and pearls), jt'u'elr¡'and other articles rnade of
precio¡s metals and preciotts stones. and scrap thereof. as s'ell as propert¡'Papers:

Anrorrnt / quanlitv I

-'**". I * 
'

Description For official use

U.S. Dollars VF
Porrnds Ster'ling

French Francs

Deutschemarks

u5 TRÊ1F4FRî ôl{tCK
/ 6d¿¿ ß/^t6

¿þa ltt
\¡1. U.S.S.R. rubles, other currency, payrneni voirchers, valuables and any objecls belong-

ing to other persons NDÅJ€

L4pç

I am au'are that, in addition to the objecis listed in the Cusloms Declaration, I musi sub-
mit for inspection: prinled mailer, manuscripts, films, sorrnd recordings, postage sta-mps,
graphics, etc.. planls, fruits, seeds, live animals and birds. as well as ra\\"foodstuffs of
animal origin and slarrghiered fou'I.

I also declare that nry luggage sent separatelv consists ol:Wpî"r"r.

(DatÐ /1 /nuÊc'il ßB îl Ol'ner of luggage
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COMPLETED SAMPLE CUSTOMS DECLARATION FORM (BACK)

FOR OFFICTAL USE

A. Cleared on entry to (exit from) the U.S.S.R':

No. Description of objects Quantit¡' (in rvords)

lt€R4

B. Cleared Rbls. rviih/s'iihout authorization to spend or change abroad

Customs clearance

BANK RECORDS

Pr¡rchase of forei ct¡

Date
Foleign

currency Rtrblt:s Dale Foreign
cilrrenc\' Rr¡bles

Nanle of
bank

Rc .escha n of unex nded r¡¡hles

Na¡ne of
bartlt

i

i

l

I

l

I.

BHeruroprnr:ar. I'lsr. l\e f533 À1
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PACKING CHECK.LIST

o passport, visa, and photocopies of each (pack photocopies separate tiorn originals)

. Airline tickets

. Photocopies of any credit cards you are taking and lost card contact numbers

. Prescription medications and gynecological supplies

o Glasses/contacts, as well as a back-up set and a copy of your prescription

o Health plan/insurance card and related information

Do not pack any travel documents, necessary medicines,õr glasses"in your checked luggage.
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EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION

Callins Russia
Country code for Russia: 7
To diréct dial Moscow from the States, tbr example, dial:

011-7-095 and the telephone number.

(In the U.S., pressing the "#" key on a touch-tone phone after all the other numbers helps

the system place the call more c¡uickly.)

Moscow
Area code for Moscow: 095

United States Embassy
Novinskiy Bul'var 19123 (fonnerly
Ulitsa Chaikovskogo)
After hours duty officer

Consular Section

Medical Treatment
American Medical Center
3 Smitovsky Proezd

International Health Care (24 hours)
Gruzinsky Pereulok 3, KorPus 2

Medical Interline (Dental)
Intourist Hotel
Ulitsa Tverskaya 5, Room 2030

Lost/Stolen Credit Cards
IntourCreditCard

A,¡nerican Express
Sadovo-Kudrinskaya, 21 a

Tel 252-24-50 through
252-24-59

252-1898 or 255-5123

Tel 255-09-30, 255-51-74,
255-48-62

Tel. 256-82-12,256-83-78

Tel. 253-07-03, 253-07-04

Tel. 203-95-53

Tel,
Fax

284-47 -16, -48-05, -47 -94
200-12-43, 203-98-69

Tel. 254-43-05,245-44-95
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St. Petersburg
Area code for St. Petersburg: 8I2

United States Consulate General
Ulitsa Furshtadskaya L5 (fornrerly Ulitsa
Petra Lavrova)
After hours duty otÏicer

Medical
Finnish medical clinic
Fontanka, 77

Lost/Stolen Credit Cards
American Express
in the Grand Hotel Europe

Vladivostok
Area code for Vladivostok is 4232

United States Consulats General
Mordovtseva, L2

Tel. 275-1701

Tel. 274-86-92

Tel. 310-96-11

Tel. 315-74-87; 31'5-65-77

Tel.- 258-458 or 266-734 -

t

i

I
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SUGGESTED READING AND VIEWING FOR

RUSSIAN CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING

Books and Articles

Aksyonov, Vassily. In Search of Melancholy Baby (New York: Random House, 1987).
Aksyonov is an extremely popular contemporary Russian writer; this insightful book
details his experience as an emigre establishing hirnself in the United States.

Billington, James. The lcon and the.4:r¿: An Interpretive Histoty of Russian Culturc (New
York: Vintage Press, 1970). A lengthy study on the culture of the former Soviet
Union and Old Russia.

Fisher, Roger, and Williarn Ury. Gettittg to Yes: Negotkuing Agreement Without Giving In
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981). This book is the product of the t'amous Harvard
Negotiations Project, and has excellent material on negotiation strategies.

Gerhart, Genevra. The Russian's World: Liþ and Language (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., 7974). Although dated in some respects, Gerhart's book provides
a sound overview of everyday life and the "material" experience of living in traditional
Russia and the Soviet Union. Of special interest to those studying the Russian
language.

Hall, Edward T. Beyond Cuhure (New York: Anchor Books/Doubleday, 1989).

. The Silent Languoge (New York: Anchor Books/Doubleday, 1990).

. The Dance of L{e: The Otlter Dinrcnsion of Tinæ (New York: A¡chor
Books/Doubleday, 1989). Edward Hall is an anthropologist and perhaps America's
foremost authority on culture and cultural difTerences. His books are informative and
very readable, and tbcus on tlìeory and the hidden rnechanisms by which culture is

expressed.

Harris, Philip R., and Robert T. Moran. Managing Cultural Dffirences, third edition
(Houston: Gulf Publishing Company, 1991). This book is directed towards nìanagers
working in the international business environment and deals with hunran resources
and effectiveness in intercultural situations.

Hosking, GeotTiey. The First Socialist Socie.t7, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1990). An excellent introduction to the history of the fbrrner USSR.
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Kopkind, Andrew. "From Russia with Love and Sc¡ualor," The Nutiott vcll. 25ó, no.2' 
(January 18, 1993). This article can be read to otl'set the "datedness" of many older

but important works on Russia and the Soviet Union.

Noble, John, and John ICng. USSR, ,^4 Travel Survival Kir (Berkeley: Lonely Planet
publications, 1991). Currently there are many fine guides for the traveller to Russia,

but none handles the nuts-and-bolts clf travel as well as this book.

Massie, Suzanne. Land of the Fù'ebirtJ (New York: Sirnon & Schuster, 19tì0). Although a

tit impr"rsionistic in its treatn'ìent of Russian history, this book has much solid

rnaterial on Russian tblkways, culture, and traditicxs.

Richnond, Yale. From Nyet to Da: Understanding the Russians (Yarmouth, Maine:

Intercultural Press, 1992). This short book provides an overview of Russian culture

and the dift'erences between Russian and Anerican cultures. It has a handful of

factual errors and is somewhat dated, but the rnaterial on culture is first rate. If you

only have ti¡re to read one book, this is the one to choose.

Film and Vicleo

BBC Serie s The Second Russian Revolurion (6- and 7-tape set). Although the focus of this

series is political rather than cultural, it clffers a wealth of inforn'ration about recent

events in Russia and has much remarkable footage.

The following films were made in Russia. Moscow Does Not Believe in Te.ars is really about

the Soviet põriod, but is very rich in its exposition of daily lif'e and the rhythnr of lif-e in

Russia. Thê other tìlms are all recent.and present scllid, if sobering, irnages of lit'e in Russia

today and social interaction.

A Forgotten Tune o1 the Flute (Eldar Ryazanov, directqr, 19tì8).

Little Vera (Yasily Pichul, director, 1989).

Moscow Does Not Believe in Teors (Vladimir Menshclv, director, 1980)

Tcaí Blues (Pavel Lounguine, director, 1991).
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